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flicker
James Dewey

with gratitude to Adam S. Miller and Ryan W. Quinn

in the beginning, God
gave grace away
fast and free to all

this is what we call creation
which was actually continuation
and still continues

every day, every hour, every minute
timelessly tick-tick-ticking away: grace, grace,
  grace!

the fall? that’s on us
that’s us
stepping away from grace
which is Him

like flickers in the field
hunting for ants
we dance, looking from one meal to the next
and we pause to say grace

He whispers, Real grace
is the tree in which the ants are hiding
the seed from which the tree sprouted
the egg the flicker was in when its mother
lived in the egg of its mother
long before flickers learned to fly
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before flickers and ants and trees and all this
we swam in a dark lake of grace
we wandered in ancient forests of grace
we gazed at grace-ridden stars
all of them suns in the skies
of other grace-made worlds

their light is reaching us now
 when we need it most
the tree has fallen and sprouted ants
 just as the flicker lands
the egg is cracking just as it should
 and His grace is already given
like a mother’s hand reaching out to help us stand
 before we ever fall
the grace of our Savior is always
in the beginning
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